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Self-consistent Model Calculations of the Ordered S-matrix 

and the Cylinder Correction 

Jaime Millan *t* 

ABSTRACT 

We study the multiperipheral ordered bootstrap of Rosenzweig 

and Veneziano using dual triple Regge couplings exhibiting the required, 

threshold behavior. In the interval -.5 < t < .8 Gev2 we obtain self-

consistent reggeon couplings and propagators for values of Regge slopes 

and intercepts consistent with the physical values for the leading 

natural-parity Regge trajectories. We calculate cylinder effects on 

planar pole positions and couplings. By using an unsymmetrical planar 

ir-p reggeon loop model we are able to obtain self-consistent solutions 

for the unnatural parity mesons in,the interval -.5 < t < .6 Gev 1. 

Neglecting effects of other Regge poles, our model gives a value of 

the ir-n splitting consistent with experiment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this work wt>. want to report on results obtained in our efforts 

for constructing a self-consistent ordered S matrix and calculating 

cylinder renormalization effects. All of our considerations will be 

limited to the set of leading natural and unnatural-parity mesons only. 

To find consistent ordered Regge couplings and pole propagators we 

study numerically the multiperipheral bootstrap equation of Rosenzweig 
9 and Veneziano. By properly incorporating the threshold behavior of 

the triple Regge couplings and by solving the ordered bootstrap at 

each value of t we are able to improve the results obtained by Schaap 
13 

and Veneziano. For the natural-parity trajectories we obtain self-

consistent input-output solutions with values of intercepts and slopes 

consistent with their experimental values for t in the interval 

-.5 ̂  t < .8 Gevz. We proceed then to calculate cylinder effects. We 

calculate cylinder shifts of Regge trajectories and their deviations 

from ideal behavior for the range of values of 1; for which ordered 

consistency was previously achieved. We apply similar methods to the 

leading unnatural-parity mesons by using an unsymmetrical reggeon-loop 

model for pseudoscalar reggeon couplings and propagators and we are 

able to obtain self-consistent solutions for -.5 < t < .6 Gev2. We 

then study the unnatural-parity cylinder, explain its overall sign 

and estimate its magnitude and behavior for small values of |t|. We 

calculate the n-n, splitting in the approximation in which lower-lying 

trajectories are neglected and obtain a result of the same order of 

magnitude as the experimental value. 

This paper is organized as follows: in section II we summarize 
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> the main physical ideas motivating the DTU approach. In section III 
we describe the crucial properties of the ordered S matrix and in 
section IV the planar S matrix is discussed. The Roscnzweig-Veneziano 
ordered bootstrap is derived and studied in section V. Then, in 
section VI, we calculate cylinder effects on vacuum planar Regge poles 
and their couplings. Finally in section VII we present a nodcl which 
allows us to extend the DXU approach to the study of the unnatural-
parity mesons. 
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II. DUAL TOPOLOGICAL UXITAWZATION APPROACH 
TO HADRON DYNAMICS 

The Dual Topological Militarization (DTU) scheme constitutes a 

general framework developed for the purpose of constructing the 

hadronic S-raatrix. It was originally proposed by Veneziano and Chan 
2 et al. who, after realizing that dual resonance models (generalized 

B-function and Reveu-Schv;arz models) at the tree level exhibit several 

regularities which are experimentally observed in the hadronic world 

with fairly good accuracy, proposed a systematic unitarization proce

dure to correct for the zero resonance width approximation inherent 

to dual tree amplitudes. In their approach a dual tree connected part 

is represented by a planar Harari-Rosner duality diagram as depicted 

in Figure 1 and, assuming that amplitudes are determined from their 

discontinuities, a planar dual theory is defined by summing first all 

discontinuity contributions represented by planar-loop diagrams, as 

illustrated in Figure 2. From this definition, a planar dual amplitude 

exhibits the precious properties of the dual tree approximation. 

Subsequent non-planar corrections are identified and classified 

according to the topological structure of the corresponding quark-
1 2 duality diagrams ' : after the planar amplitudes are constructed, 

corrections having the topology of a cylinder are properly added next, 

then diagrams having the topology of a torus and so on, as illustrated 

in Figure 3. This systematic topological approach to unitarization 

vas first suggested by Veneziano, who shewed that with exact SIL, 

internal symmetry successive components of the topological expansion 

carry a convergence factor (•-~r) (the effective value of N being about 

2.5 at moderate energies) , h representing the number of handles of the 
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minimal two-dimensional oriontablc surface in which the corresponding 

dual diagram can be embedded: h=0 for the leading planar term and 

the cylinder correction, h=l for.the torus, etc. 
i 3 More recently, Chew and Rosenzweig and collaborators have 

developed a more general approach going beyond dual resonance models. 

In brief, they propose to start from a sequentially-ordered Hilbert 

space Ho in which the complete, description of a channel requires 

besides the; spin, momentum and type of each particle, the specification 

of the position that each one occupies in a sequence, the ordered 

asymptotic states in Ho being connected by the ordered S matrix So, 

which turns ;out to be the generalization of the concept of a planar 

dual model;.,--Then j a planar connected part is defined as the sum of 

the different ordered connected parts involving the set of particles 

participating in the hadrohic process being described: this is the 

planar S' matrix. The crucial property of the ordered S matrix is 

unitarity with respect to the ordered Hilbert space H 0. However, the 

planar S matrix, although representing a good approximation to the 

experimentally observed hadronic world, fails in exhibiting unitarity, 

and to recover this crucial property a topological expansion is 

formulated using particle diagrams along the same lines'described 

previously .••.-"•'-••-' 

DTU has produced remarkable results and opened up new ways of 

approaching old and new problems not only qualitatively but also at 

a more quantitative' level: i£- has clarified the OZI-rule and its 

breaking patterns, the breaking of isospin and exchange degeneracy, 

the slope and.intcrcept of the pomcron trajectory, the n-n mass split

ting, SU3 symmetry breaking of Reggc trajectories and couplings; it 
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has generated and c la r i f i ed some of the r e su l t s of quark models and, 

as suBE-csted- by Vcneziario, i t may allow to find a r e l a t ionsh ip between 

QCD and S-matrix concept's. A complete descript ion of,. DTI! i s given in 

reference 3 to which the i n t e r e s t e d reader i s immediately referred. 
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III. THE ORDERED S MATRIX 

1. Definition 
3 

In the approach of Chew and Rosenzwcig to DTU a sequentially-
ordered Hilbert space IIo is introduced at first. In this space the 
complete specification of an ordered channel requires that particles 
be given positions in a sequence. For example, the two-particle IA IB 

> is different from the state >•, A and B |A 
B denoting the quantum numbers of each particle. The ordered S-matrix 

So connects two ordered asymptotic states and it can be represented as 

in Figure 4. 
2. Properties 

The ordered S matrix is supposed to possess the following 
properties: 

a. Unitarity with respect to H$. This property guarantees a 
consistent factorizablc particle-pole spectrum from which DTU can 
begin safely: each of the two factors in the residue of a pole in an 
ordered connected part, denoted by R ai . represented in Figure 5, is 
itself an ordered connected part, as shown in Figure 6. 

b. Ordered cluster decomposition. This important property is 
illustrated in Figure 7 where the symbol R denotes an ordered connected 
part. 

c. Analyticity and ordered crossing. Ordered connected parts 
are assumed to be analytic functions of the Mandelstam invariants on 
which they depend and, together with ordered unitarity, this guarantees 
the property of ordered crossing, illustrated in Figure 8 for a four-
line ordered conncrted part: the single analytic, function of diagram 



(a) corresponds;, for suitably chosen values of the iiivr.-Jants, to the 

four ordered transitions sliovn" in .diagrams (b), (c) , (d), ,(e) but it 

does not correspond to transitions between the ordered channels (A,C) 

and (1J,U) which are associated with different analytic functions. 

d". Absence of poles and r.ovmat thresholds in non-planar- I'cuidsl-

stam invariants. An ordered connected part has no poles nor normal 

thresholds in channel invariants corresponding to sets of non-adjacent 

particles. Thus, the four-line ordered connected part shown in Figure 

5 satisfies 

Disc„ It = Disc„ R = 0 ... 
SAC SBD ( 1 ) 

and any general ordered connected part satisfies 

Disc., .. . . .. R = 0. 
Non-planar invariant 
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IV. THE PLANAR S MATRIX 

— 1 . Definition 

A planar connected part is defined-as the sum of all possible 

ordered connected parts corresponding to the set of particles partici

pating in the collision process, as shown in Figure 9 for a four-line 

connected part. This simple definition has the remarkable effect of 

eliminating the artificial notion of ordering in a given channel, 

allowing thus direct comparison of planar S matrix elements with 

experiment. 

2. Properties of the planar S matrix 

Because of its definition, the planar S matrix keeps many of the 

valuable properties of the ordered S matrix. For us, the most relevant 

properties are: 

a. Planar spectrum. The planar S matrix inherits the factorizable 

pole-particle spectrum of the ordered S matrix which can be placed in 

direct correspondence with the physical particle spectrum because the 

restriction of order is irrelevant for a single-particle channel in 

Ho. From the topological constraints derived from ordered unitarity, 

Weissinann has obtained the remarkable result that sequential ordering 

requires planar mesons to fall into families with qq quantum numbers, 

providing thus a justification for the use of quark diagrams. It is 

then possible to establish a correspondence batwecn planar and physical 

mesons. From the Slh nonet groupings for the leading natural and 

unnatural parity mesons the following association follows: 



Family O - 4" 1~~ i + ¥ 

•J- J- . + 
T P A 2 

K° K°* K.0** 
R + K + * K + * * 

d,u 

s , u 

s , d 

—(d,d+u , 
/2 

,u) 

(d,d-u, ,u) P° A 2» 

n1 

b. Exchange degeneracy of planar Regge iraj tories. Consider 
a four-line ordered connected part as in Figure 5. It does not have 
poles and normal thresholds in the u-channel invariant. Ordered 
amplitudes of opposite signature are than equal and, as a consequence, 
ordered Regge trajectories of opposite signature coincide and have 
equal ordered residues. However, in building the four-line planar 
connected part six different ordered connected parts are superposed as 
shown in Figure 9 and, therefore, a planar amplitude exhibits singulari
ties in all channel invariants and planar amplitudes of opposite 
signature are no longer equal. However, the positions of the ordered 
Regge poles are not altered by the superposition and planar Regge 
trajectories of opposite signature will continue being equal: this 
is the property of exchange degeneracy of planar Regge trajectories. 

Experimentally, the leading natural-parity Regge trajectories 
exhibit a remarkable pnttcru of exchange degeneracy. In the 1=1 sector 

the odd signature, trajectory containing the p(l ) and the g(3 ) and 
-H- ++ 

the even signature trajectory going through the A2(2 ) and the h(4 ) 
mesons are almour equal, the deviation hiMiig AJ w 0.1 at t ** 0. and 
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diminishing rapidly for growing values of t. A similai. pattern is 

observedin the l=h regge trajectories containing the. K*(l ) and the 

K**(2 ). The 1=0 exchange degenerate partners, a, - a and tt.-Ctfi, 

exhibit exchange degeneracy very accurately for t > 0.5 Gev2 but the 

breaking is relatively large near t = 0. 

For unnatural-parity trajectories there is less experimental 

evidence but it seems that the pattern of exchange degeneracy and its 

breakir , is the same as for the leading natural-parity meson trajec

tories 

c. Isospin degeneracy. From isospin symmetry it follows that the 

combinations 

— [ |d d > ± | u u > ] 
/2 

corresponding to I„ = 0 for 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 , must be degenerate. In 

the physical world the couples (p,u) and (f,Az) exhibit equality of 

masses and couplings with great accuracy. The pattern of breaking of 

isospin symmetry for Rcgge trajectories is very similar to that of 

exchange degeneracy, the breaking being large about t = 0 and diminish

ing rapidly as t grows positive. 

d. OZI selection rule. Ordered selection rules such as charge 

conjugation invariance, together with topological restrictions imposed 

by ordered unitarity require non-vanishing ordered connected parts to 

be representaMe by single-boundary quark-line diagrams. ' This 

constraint on ordered connected parts constitutes the explanation of 

the OZI selection rule ' * in the DTU approach: those reactions which 

cannot be depicted in terms of a connected quark-diagram are forbidden 

at the planar level of the topological expansion even if they are 
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allowed by internal quantum number conservation J.-iws. Thus, ns illus

trated in Figure 10, at the planar level the process <|> -> K K~ is allowed 

(Figure- 10(a)) whereas the reaction (|i •* pn is completely forbidden 

(Figure 10(b)) but as shown in Figure 10(c) this last decay process 

becomes allowed at the cylinder level. According to DTU the experi

mentally small rates for OZI-rule forbidden processes are undei-stood 

as originated from non-planar corrections required to implement 

unitarity of the full S matrix. A careful and complete review of the 

experimental evidence supporting the OZI rule has been done by Okubo 

in reference 8, where it is shown, for example, that processes such as 

(j> •+ pit and f ->- UK exhibit a dramatic suppression when compared to the 

corresponding OZI rule-allowed process u -> prr and f •+ irn, respectively. 

In this work, Okubo has also compiled evidence showing that reactions 

involving n and n,1 exhibit a larger departure from the behavior required 

by the OZI rule. According to DTU this is due to the fact, to be shown 

later, that the cylinder correction is relatively large at the small 

values of the masses of these pseudoscalar particles. 

e. Absence of Regge cuts arid fixed-J •poles in the planar S matrix. 

It has been conjectured, but not satisfactorily proven yet, that the 

only singularities of the planar S matrix in the J-plane (Rcgge 

singularities) are factorizable moving Uegge polos. Branch points and 

fixed poles are supposed to be absent at the planar level. The relative 

weakness of Regge cuts finds the phcnomenologicnl support in the domi

nance of short-range correlations iu rapidity in multi-particle 

production processes which can be understood ar. a consequence of 

factorizable Regge poles, branch points being associated with long-

range rapidity correlations. This presumed simplicity of the Keggc 
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singularity structure of ordered connected parts plays a very important 

r o l e i n the present attempts to calculate the. ordered S matrix. 
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V. THE" BOOTSTRAP 01' Till: 0RDKI1KI) S MATRIX 

1. Introduction 

The cornerstone of the DTU'approach to hndron dynamics is Lhe 

ordered scattering matrix S 0. Starting from S Q > the planar S matrix 

is immediately obtained and this concept provides already a remarkably 

good approximation to the physical S-matrix. Also, the ordered S 

matrix fixes the higher ordei- terms associated with non-planar effects 

in the topological expansion such as pomeron properties, breaking of 

exchange degeneracy and the OZI rule, etc. Therefore it is of crucial 

importance to the whole BTU approach to determine S 0. According to 

the bootstrap approach this is done by studying the infinite set of 

non-linear relations derived from ordered unitarity, the crucial pro

perty from which S 0 should be uniquely determined. 

2. The Rosenzweig-Venfziano ordered bootstrap 

In this section we will describe the most promising model developed 

so far for the study of the bootstrap constraints derived from ordered 
9 unitarity, a model first proposed by Rosenzweig and Veneziano and 

subsequently derived by several authors using different approaches. 

Consider an n-particle intermediate channel contribution to the 

s-discontinuity of a four-line ordered connected part R, as illustrated 

in Figure 11, where it is understood that the two ordered connected 

parts of the unitarity product are to be evaluated on opposite sides , 

of the corresponding n-particle notmil threshold. From previous 

experience with multip»"riphernl model a it is known that in the region 

corresponding to largo values of s and small values of t, the dominant 

contribution to tin- ordered connected part associated with the process 
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1> 
2 

comes from the so-called multiperiphcral region of phase 

space, characterized by small values of the momentum transfer invariants 

ti •.. t _,, and which has the remarkable property that rapidity 

ordering yi ^ y2 ̂  ••• ̂  y tends to coincide with particle ordering 

1, 2, ... n. This is illustrated in Figure 12, in which we have assigned 
Y Y rapidities - •r and + — to particles A and B respectively, and the 

intermediate n-particle state has been divided into two sets Xi and X2, 

the first set consisting of those particles having rapidities y. > 0 

and the set X2 consisting of particles with rapidities y < 0. We make 

now the crucial assumption that the rapidity gap between the sets Xi 

and X2 is large enough to allow each ordered connected part appearing 

in the unitarity product to be expanded in terms of factorizable Regge 

poles, as illustrated in Figure 13, where the summation is to be 

performed over all possible ordered Regge poles. Later on in our 

analysis we will keep only the contributions from the leading poles in 

Regge expansions. In these conditions the summation over all values 

of n, the number of particles in the intermediate state, can be 

performed by summing independently over all possible values of m and 

n2, the number of ordered particles in each set Xj and X 2 as shown'in 

Figure 14(b). At this point we impose ordered unitarity for particle-

reggeon ordered connected parts obtaining the result depicted in Figure 

14(c). 

In the asymptotic region S. •+ » and t small a four-line ordered 

connected part is assumed to be dominated by a leading ordered reggeon 

Ct(t) and the s-discontinuity, corresponding to the left-hand side of 

Figure 11, is given then by the expression 
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A - I S . I ; IT F(a( t ) ) s (2) 

the gamma function providing the sequence of nonsense zeros a t 

<*{t.) = 0, - 1 , - 2 , . . . , as for the leading physical p - t ra jec tory . The 

right-hand side of Figure 11 corresponds to the expression 

a(t+),a(t-) J J 
d s 1 A ^ i C s ' . t . t ^ - D C a ^ ) ) s' a(t+) 

where 

D*(a(t_))S - » . j " ds 1 A ^ C s 1 , ^ ) 

d t 
d((i± 

: + dt_ 0 ( - A ( t , t + ) t _ ) ) 
1 6 T T " / - X ( t , t + , t _ ) 

(3) 

with X(t, t+, t - ) = t 2 + t £ + tz_ - 2 t ( t + t_) - 2t t_; 

s i s the squared of the subenergy flowing through each reggeon-par t ic le 

d iscont inui ty A , A i ( s l , t , t ± ) and A__j(s , t , t ± ) each of which spans a t 

most half of the t o t a l r ap id i ty in te rva l and therefore s a /S . The 
1 ' max 

symbols D(a(t+)) and D*(oi(t-)) represent the loop reggeon propagators 

and they are given by the expressions 

D(a(t+)) - rU-cc(tH-)) e 

D*(a(t-)) = [D(a(t-»] * 
for o(t±) having its first physical particle-pole at J = 1, as the p 

trajectory. 

Assuming Regge behavior and the absence of branch points and fixed 

poles in the J-plane in ordered connected parts, the following F12SR is 

• satisfied 

iira(tH-) 
(5) 
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i 
s 1 

max 
„ , A ,., v , + v -. YAA l ( t )G(t,t±) <s l ,«(t)-a(t+)-o(tJ 

0 V x l'(a(t)) (a(t)-o(t+)-a(t_)+l) 

where G(t,t.,t ) is the s'-discontinuity of the planar triple Regge 
coupling. Mien equation (6) is used in (3) together with the asymptotic 
relation s 1 a/s, the Rosenzweig-Veneziano multiperipheral ordered 
bootstrap condition is obtained: 

! ^ [G (t,t+,t_)/r(a(t))] 

r(l-a(t+))r(l-a(t_))-CosiT(a(t+)-oi(t_)> (7) 

an equation which i s represented graphically in Figure 15. 

3 . Analytic ' so lu t ions of the ordered bootstrap 

The Rosenzweig-Veneziano bootstrap condi t ion, equation (7 ) , has 

the general form of a Dyson equation for the reggeon propagator: 

D c(a) = ir f d < ± • ^ = i - p r D c ( a ) G(a,B+,a_,)-D(a+)-B*(o_)-
•* c 

• G(a,a+,o_)-D c(a> (8) 

where a = a(t.)-ta(t ) - l c + -

D(a.) = D(a(t.)) is ihe reggcon bootstrap propagator, + + 
G(a,a^,a ) = G(a(t),a(£.),a(t )) is the triple Regge coupling 

introduced In equation (6) and D (a) = r( a/ t\\ * s t'le s-dlscontinuity 
of the reggcon propagator (reggeon cut propagator). The bootstrap 
equation is a non-linear condition on the trajectory o(t) and the triple 

• Rcjipe coupling c:(n(t),«(t+),o(t_)). 
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Up to the present time it has not been possible to obtain analytic 

solutions of this equation in closed form. In reference 11 Mshari and 

Veneziano, based on the Dysou-form of equation (8), suggested the 

possibility of arriving at a solution through an iterative process in 

a way similar to reggeon calculus, which, as shown in reference 12, is 

intimately connected to DTU. 

4. Numerical solutions of the ordered bootstrap 

a. The Sahaap-Veneziano solution of ths ordered bootstrap. The 
study of quantitative solutions of the ordered bootstrap, in the form 

13 given in equation (7), was started by Schaap and Veneziano with 

extremely encouraging results. They assumed triple Regge couplings 
14 to exhibit the form obtained in the generalized ft-modal, 

g(t,t±)r(a(t)) 
G(t,t+,t_) - r . ( a ( t ) _ a ( t )- a( t )+i) <9> 

• T — 

the function g(t,t+) being a constant in the tree approximation, and 

looked for self-consistent solutions for Ct(t) of linear form 

a(t) = a(o) + a't. They were justified in these steps because experi

mentally the leading Regge trajectories are linear in the small-t 

region and the dual tree model gives a non-trivial triple Regge vertex 

satisfying the analyticity and crossing requirements imposed by the 

concept of order. For example, the functional form (9) exhibits non

sense zeros at a(t) = a(t,)+a(t )-l-N for N = 0, +1, +2 ... which are 

required if Regge branch points are to be absent from ordered connected 

parts. In these conditions Schnap and Veneziano were able to show 

that if a linear input trajectory is inserted in the right-hand side 

of equation (7) and the left-hand side is represented as constant/l'(a ), 

the input and output trajectories are approximately equal up to a best 
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choice of the constant, for values of the intercept satisfying 
.57 <a(o) < .63 in the range -.7 <o't < 0. Their result is depicted 
in Figure 16 for a(o) • .6. 

b. Solution of the ordered bootstrap with self-consistent Regge 

couplings. The results of Schaap and Veneziano can be improved by 
incorporating the threshold behavior of Rcgge residues, as first 
suggested by Chew and Rosenzueig. The threshold barrier effect can 
be seen already in the Froissart-Gribov projection for a t-channel 
partial-wave amplitude: 

*,0:> - I Q J<z£)D B<t,B ,)dzJ 
- J Zt(t,so) 

s» s 1 s 
where Z* - 1 + -r~j- -*• •=—r when q •*• 0 . Fo r l a r g e v a l u e s of t Z q t Z q t ^ t 

Zl the rotation group projection function QT(Z*) has the behavior 

Q.(Z') > (Z ')~* J + 1 J and therefore AT(t)a(q*) J as.q* •* 0, provided the 
u t Z#*"**w t J t t 

discontinuity function D.Ct.s1) behaves smoothly. 

The generalization to a multiperipheral. helicity-pole loop involv

ing triple Regge couplings has been studied in Reference 16. It is 

shown there that the set of variables most suitable for an exact 

treatment of'the problem is the couple (k,u), related to the variables 

(t_, ,t_) by the equations 
XCt.t.,t ) 

v 2 = + " 
At 

<V t -> (10) 

2^F 

t + -J-k1-M»towCt 
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where X(t,t ,t_> is the triangular function defined previously and k 2 

represents the squared magnitude of 'the t-channel overall momentum 

flowing around the loop. In terms of these variables, the threshold 

behavior of the triple Regge vertex is 

2 \ J-a(t+)-a(t_)+l 
G(t,t+,t_)=G(a(t),a(t+}>a(t_))=G(J1t,k2,u2)+/~rj ( 1 1 ) 

J=a(t) 
k2-»0 

From the point of view of the s-channel, the threshold behavior repre

sents the lower limit constraint on t± (t . -effects). 
rain 

As properly pointed out in reference 17, in weak-coupling models 

based on a Mellin-transform approach to the J-diagonalization of the 

multiperipheral integral equation, the output Regge pole occurs very 

close to the branch point, according to the relation 

<J-a(t+)-a(t_)+l> * g 2 

and therefore threshold barrier-effects can be easily overlooked. 

In looking for self-consistent solutions to the ordered bootstrap 

equation (7), we have used the following functional form to incorporate 

the required threshold behavior of the couplings: 
/,.\J+1 / „ \-l-Ct (t. ,t ) 

- T(J,t,U;M2) = ̂ 2 J ^tgh ̂ j C + - (12) 

where U = k2-fto2 and a ( t , t ) = a ( t , ) + a ( t )-^l. This in t e rpo la t ing func-
C T — "I! . — 

tion allows us to keep the peripheral properties of the dual tree 

approximation which are important to guarantee a strong damping of 

the integrand as k and |u| take large values. At the same time, we 

are able to avoid unwanted singularities which appear when the form 
? \ J—ex 

c is: used, as can be easily verified at t = 0. This function GO 
T(.l,t,u;M ) i s Inrrodticfd ns: a mul Implicative factor in the expression 

file:///-l-Ct
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for the triple Ueggc coupling and can be associated with the function 

g(t,t.,t_) appearing in Eq. (9). /.n additional smooth t-dependence of 

the Regge coupling will be required when solving the ordered bootstrap 

at each value of t, as will be shown later. 

We proceed to study the ordered bootstrap in the same way as 

Schaap and Veneziano did it in reference 13. The trajectory functions 

are assumed to be linear a(t)-a&)-Kt1t> the values of the slopes and 

intercepts being left as free parameters (together with the scale 

factor M 2 appearing in the triple Regge vertex) to be fixed by overall 

self-consistency. In these conditions it becomes possible to obtain 

solutions for the ordered trajectories W _ f > « W A and a, | exhibiting 

SU3 symmetry breaking in the values of their intercepts and slopes. 

In the approximation in which only the highest-lying Regge poles 

are kept in the reggeon loops, the ordered bootstrap condition becomes 

a set of coupled-channel equations. Using the notation 

f a L fds k v w 
L b C J J ± (oa(t)-ab(t+)-ac( 

(t))]2 

a J - rci-a. (t.))ru-a (t ))• 
K b(t +)-a c(t_)+l) 2 b + c " 

• CosTr(ab(t+)-ac(t_)) (13) 

the coupled-channel equations are 

1 ^ P W = 2 [ P P P ] + [ K * P K,J 
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A very restrictive condition to be satisfied originates from the 

nonsense zeros present in the left-hand side of equations (14) at values 

of t satisfying to = -a (o)/a*, which depend on both the "intercept and 
• - a .--- — a ••' 

the slope of the input trajectories. Each of these zeros, is to be 

balanced by a corresponding zero in the right-hand side generated from 

a sign change of the average value of the oscillating factor 

£ = Cos TV(a.(t+)-a (t_)) present in each loop integrand. For each 

separate loop in the right-hand side of Eqs. (14) the value of the 

parameter M 2 is fixed by requiring its sign change to occur at the 

value t = to already fixed by the slope and intercept of a (t). 
a 

Furthermore, when considering the equation for the fl-fy planar trajec

tory for intercept values of the order of .25 it is necessary to 
-2 introduce slope values smaller than 1. Gev , because the relevant 

loops in the right-hand side tend to change sign at negative t-values 

satisfying 111 > -a. (o). 

The exact t-dependence of the triple Regge vertex function is 

obtained by solving the bootstrap equation at each value of t. Consider 

for example the bootstrap condition for the leading planar p-f trajectory 

when written in the form 

1 r<° p <t»J2 [ P % } + [ , / * * _ • • j s *< t > <15> 
Let us assume the following form for the triple Rcgge vertex squared: 

2 

G2(J,t,t+,t_) [ g(t)r(«(t)) 
. .. - . - • 

r(a(t)-«c(t+,t 
(16) 

.)) 

Choosing g(t) = g(o) = constant, by requiring Kq. (15) to hold at t = 0 

and calculating the function l'(t), the right-hand side of Kq. (15), for 

several value;: of t we obtain the values corresponding to the dashed 
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line in Figure 17. It is then obvious that the degree of accuracy 

within which Kq. .(15) is satisfied can be improved by considering the 
— a t -' ' • ' ' " • • " ' functional-form ;g(t) = g(o) e and choosing properly the value of 

the parameter ai It becomes possible to satisfy the bootstrap condition 

not on./ for negative -t but also over a substantial interval of positive 

t-values. In these conditions we have taen able to solve the set of 

coupled equations (14) achieving self-consistency within 10% for input 

intercepts in the range .25 £ Ct(o) 5 .65 and slopes in the interval 

.6 < a 1 < 1. with M 2 « 0.5 - 0.8 and a * .50 - .65 for values of t in 

the interval -.5 < t < .8 Gev2. 

Eventually ordered unitarity will allow a complete determination 

of all the free'parameters such as a and M 2. Konishi and Kwiecinski * 

have already made- great progress by deriving bootstrap equations for 

triple and double Regge vertices, which when combined with the Rosenzweig-

Veneziano self-consistency condition for the propagator, should allow 

only a discrete set of solutions for trajectory slopes and intercepts, 

determining in this way the set of planar Regge trajectories and 

couplings. 
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VI. THE CYLINDER CORRECTION TO THE PJJVNAR S MATRIX 

1. Renormalization of vacuum, planar Regcc poles by the cylinder 

According to DTU the leading correction to the (non-unitary) planar 

S matrix corresponds to non-planar discontinuity products which can be 

embedded in a two-dimensional surface having the topology of a cylinder 

as illustrated in Figure 3(a). The properties of the cylinder correc-
3 tion have been extensively studied by several authors. It has been 

shown that the cylinder renormali7.es the position and residues of planar 

Regge poles carrying zero additive quantum numbers, while those 

trajectories such as the p-A2 (1=1), the K*-K** (1=%) or the ir-B (1=1) 

which carry non-zero additive quantum numbers are not shifted at all 

from their planar values. The positions and residues of poles of 

opposite charge conjugation are renormalized in opposite directions. 

The even charge-conjugation planar f-trajectory, carrying quantum 

numbers corresponding to uu and dd quark combinations, is shifted 

upwards, near t=0, by the cylinder; it gains some ss mixture and 

becomes closer to an SU3 singlet. The cylinder-shifted f is the pomeron 
19 according to Chew and Rosenzweig. The 1=0 negative charge-conjugation 

to-trajectory, exchange-degenerate partner of the f, is renormalized in 

the opposite direction by the cylinder. Similarly, the even charge 

conjugation f , purely ss at the planar level is shifted upwards 

adquiring uu and dd components, its odd charge conjugation planar 

partner, the $ trajectory, being renormalized downwards. 

2. A model for cylinder poles 

The description of the properties of cylinder-shifted Regge poles 

for the set of leading natural-parity trajectories is most easily 

http://renormali7.es
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approached in terms of a simple model proposed by Chew and Roscnzweig 

in reference ;18. In this model the cylinder correction'to the planar 

S matrix is described by a twist operator C(t) with matrix elements in 

the space of planar Regge poles depicted as in Figure 18(a), the index 

i denoting the sequence of planar Reggc poles. In this model two 

simplifying assumptions are made: (i) the influence of lower-lying 

trajectories on the set of leading planar mesons is neglected. This 

may .not be a good approximation especially for the <|> trajectory which 

can be affected by lower-lying trajectories such as baryon or baryonium 
3 21 

states•, as conjectured by several authors. ' (ii) All SU3 symmetry-
breaking is placed in pole positions by taking different intercepts for 

the planar trajectories a , a,rt. and a. but the cylinder couplings are 
p K.K ip 

assumed to.be SUs symmetric. 

In the 1=0 sector of leading planar poles, the planar propagator 

and the cylinder twist operator arc described by matrices V_ and C 

with 

P 
\ n 

J-C»3 ' 

<*0 = Oto(t) arid OI3 = a 3(t) being the p-f and the (Ji-f1 planar trajectories, 

the parameter k depending on t and J- the position of the output cylin

der pole. In!reference 19 it is shown that even charge-conjugation 

cylinder poles are shifted from their planar positions according to the 

expression 

(17) 

(t 1) •• • -c:) 

o f f j = V.J a 0 + o 3 + 3k ± [ (a 0 -a 3 +k) z + 8k 2 ] f 

while the new odd change-conjugation trajectories b) and ij' are given by 

a similar formula with k replaced by (-k) in Kq. (17). Designating by 
\ • 

http://to.be
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|0> and |3> the original 1=0 planar basis states, corresponding to the 

trajectories Uo and oc3 respectively, the new states of even charge 

conjugation are 

|f> = Cos 0 + |0> + Sin 0 + |3> 

\fl> = -Sin 0 + [0> + Cos 0 + |3> 

where tan 20 + = ^ ^ J (18) 

The odd charge-conjugation states |w> and |<J>> are given by corresponding 
formulas with a mixing angle 0 determined from these equations with k 
replaced by (-k). 

3. Helicity-pole model for the twisted cylinder loop 
According to the considerations of the preceeding section, cylinder 

effects on planar Regge poles and residues can be economically described 
in terms of a unique parameter k(J,t) which is determined from the 
ordered S matrix through self-consistent planar triple Regge couplings. 
Lutch has given complete meaning to the twisted dual diagram of 
Figure 18(a), associated with the cylinder, through a helicity-pole 
expansion corresponding to the reggeon loop depicted in Figure 18(b). 

From the fact that unitarity demands complete cylinder amplitudes 
(the sum of planar and cylinder amplitudes) to exhibit factorizable 

Regge poles with neither Uegge cuts nor fixed-J singularities, Tuan 
20 and Freeman, independently, have proposed the following expression 

for the twisted reggeon loop parameter Kk(J,t): 

f G2(J,t,t.,tJ 
Nk(J.t) = UK d<j>+ - r(l-ct(t.))r(l-a(t )) (19) 

J - a(t)-ac(t+,t_) 

the iibsencc of a factor (J-a ) been required to avoid Regge cu t s a t 

the ryjindui* lcvi-1. 
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4. Quantitative calculation of cylinder effects 

Because we have obtained a fully self-consistent ordered bootstrap 

model for the set of leading planar Regge poles we can proceed to 

calculate cylinder effects. However an exact calculation would require 

the incorporation of SUs symmetry-breaking effects on twisted-reggeon 

loops and the solution of coupled non-linear equations to find the 

positions of cylinder poles. We will, follow a simpler but approximate 

method by solving first the non-linear equation (17) for the f-trajectory 

in the approximation in which only planar p-helicity poles are kept in 

the twisted reggeon links of Figure 18(b) s this approximation being 

consistent with the assumption of SUs symmetric cylinder couplings. 

In this way we find the value of the parameter k(t) at different values 

of t, and these values are used then to calculate the cylinder shifted 

trajectories and mixing angles by using equations (17) and (18). The 

results obtained are exhibited in Figures 20 and 21 for a set of 

typical planar trajectories 

oto •» <* (t) = .5 + .95t 

a 2 = a K*(t) = .4 + .91t 

a 3 = 0,(0 = .3 + .71t 

for which full consistency was achieved at the ordered level. The 

continuous line in Figure 19 displays the values of the parameter 3k(t) 

in the range of values of t within which we obtained self-consistent 

planar couplings.. Near t=0, 3k * .30 and it decreases rapidly in the 

positivc-t region while it increases very fast in the small negative-t 

direction. 

The resulting spectrum of cylinder Kpgge trajectories is shown by 

the continuous lines.of Figure 20, rho. dashed lines representing the 
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input planar Reggc poles already described. The f-trajcctory is shifted 

upwards, its intercept becomes Clf(o) = .81 and its slope is now 

a f(o) *» .4, becoming even flatter in the negative-t side. As t grows 

positive, it approaches rapidly the planar p-trajectory. The 

0)-trajectory is renormalized downwards from its planar values, its 

intercept becomes a (o) =.40. Similarly, the f 1 is slightly shifted 

in the upward direction and a,i(o) = .34 while the $ is shifted down

wards to oc, (o) = . 1. 

At this point we want to remark on the importance of the J-

dependence of the twisted reggeon-loop associated with the cylinder, 
/k 2V~ ac 

coming from threshold b a r r i e r ef fec ts of the form Irar) as discussed 

previously . If t h i s J-dependence i s ignored the value of the i n t e r c e p t 

of the f - t ra jec to ry turns out to be uncomfortably high, of the order 

of 1.5 u n i t s . 

From the values of k ( t ) we can also ca lcu la t e tanO± at each value 

of t , according to formula (18) . The r e s u l t s a re shown in Figure 21 , ; 

which shows that cylinder mixing decrease for p o s i t i v e values of t 

and the cylinder-normalized s t a t e s approach t h e i r i dea l nonet planar, 

s t r u c t u r e . 

Our r e s u l t s show good agreement with those obtained by Tsou in 

reference 21 using an i t e r a t i v e approach to the ca lcula t ion of cyl inder 

ef fec ts and a different parametrizat ion for t r i p l e Regge couplings, with 

parameters extracted d i r e c t l y from phenomcnological input . The r e s u l t s 

obtained by Tsou are in s a t i s f ac to ry agreement with experimental data 

and t h i s allows us to be op t imis t i c a^ to the p o s s i b i l i t y of obtaining 

phenomenologic i l ly r e a l i s t i c KfT.Ee 'couplings and t r a j e c t o r i e s d i r e c t l y 

from ordered bootstrap cons t r a in t» . 
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VII. EXTENDING DTU TO THE UKNATURA1.-PARITY MESONS 

1. Introduction 

It is an empirical fact that the physical pseudoscalar mesons it, 

il and n 1 display a departure from the planar behavior which is strik

ingly different from the deviation exhibited by the vector and tensor 

mesons p, 10, 4>and A2, f, f 1. Fox example, comparing particles of even 

charge conjugation, the 1=0 f is less massive than the 1=1 A 2 by about 

40 Mev but the 1=0 n is more massive than the 1=1 v by about 400 Mev; 

similarly the deviation from isospin degeneracy and the breaking of 

exchange degeneracy are much larger for the unnatural-parity than for 

the natural-parity trajectories. The mixing patterns between these two 

sets of mesons also reveals large differences between them: the nonet 

mass-formula m(w) = m(p) and m2(K*)-m2(p) = mz(<j>)-ra2(K*) is experi

mentally fairly well satisfied but the pseudoscalar nonet formula 

m(n) = m(ir) is very badly violated. 

As shown in references 22, DTU offers the possibility of explaining 

at a qualitative and quantitative level the properties of the pseudo-

scalar mesons. The ir-n, mass splitting, the n-H1 mixing pattern and the 

large violations of the OZI rule observed in their decays, are just 

different manifestations of the same fact: unnatural-parity cylinder 

effects are large in the low-mass region. In the next sections we will 

study a simple model that illustrates the rich potentialities offered 

by DTU for the study and understanding of the properties of the 

pseudoscalar mesons. 

2. Unnatural-parity planar spectrum 

The general considerations-.regarding-'the ordered S matrix and the 
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cylinder correction previously applied to the leading vector and tensor 

trajectories can be. immediately extended to the unnatural-parity 
22 mesons. The starting point is the assumption that the planar 

spectrum exhibiting exchange and isospin degeneracy consists of three 

equally-spaced Regge trajectories ao, a 2 and a 3, the leading trajectory 

ao corresponding to uu and dd quantum numbers and containing the 1=0 

Tl and H and the 1=1 ir and B mesons, the trajectory 0.% containing the 

strange l-h K and Q mesons, while the trajectory 03 corresponds to 

ss and contains the 1=0 n,1 and H 1 mesons. 

3. Multiperiphe.ral ordered bootstrap model 
for unnatural-parity mesons 

The problem of achieving a consistent ordered bootstrap for the 

pseudoscalar mesons is even more difficult than for the natural-parity 

mesons. The most promising approach follows the lines first suggested 
15 by Chew and Rosenzweig, who proposed that the reggeon-loop model 

relevant in a neighborhood about t=0 corresponds to the unsymmetrical 

loop depicted in Figure 22, parity conservation requiring one link to 
23 carry natural-parity and the other link unnatural-parity. We will 

consider only the approximation in which lower-lying trajectories that 

carry strangeness, such as K*, ri1, are neglected. 

According to this model the Ros'enzweig-Veneziano bootstrap condi

tion takes the form 

' / " < % 
[cUt.t^tj/ra-K^t))]' 

jyO-a c<t +. «:_)]* TTN / d ^ J - p — ^ - a^_-i~ r(-air(t+))r(l-ap(t_))-

•Cos nCo^Ct^-aCtJ) (20) 

where a c(t +,t_) = «,,<<..,.) + «p<t_)-l (21) 
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•g(t.,t ,t_>ro-Ki_-(t))-
and G(t,t. ,t > = (22) 

+ " r(air(t)-ar(t+)-ap(t_)+l) 

is tlie triple Uegge vertex. 

let us'describe now some considerations which arc relevant when 

attempting to find a self-consistent planar triple Regge vertex for the 

unsynraetrical i-eggeon-loop model under study. From Eq. (2) we immedi

ately notice that if the quantity 5 = (a (o)-ot (o))-0.5 vanishes 

exactly then the loop integral will be zero at t=0, because of the 

planar reggeon phase factors. In general the parameter 6 will be 

determined from the ordered self-consistency conditions but we will 

consider it as a free parameter adopting, small positive values, the 

loop integral vanishing then at a small negative value of t. Chew has 

proposed to interpret this zero as being the analog of the nonsense 

zero occurring at t ̂ -0.5 in the symmetrical loop relevant to the 

bootstrap of the leading natural-parity p-f trajectory which also had 

its origin in the planar reggeon phase factors, overall self-consistency 

at this particular value of t being achieved by the presence of a 

matching zero in the cut planar reggeon propagator D (a) = l/r(a) 

and a simultaneous pole and nonsense zero present in the planar triple 

Regge vertex. That overall self-consistency imposes these powerful 

analyticity constraints on planar xeggeon couplings and propagator is 

very nicely exhibited by the ordered bootstrap equation when written 

in the form (8). 

Extension of these prescriptions to the unnatural-parity case 

lends us to propose the following forms for the reggeon propagator and 

the triple ReEp.e vert'ex: 
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D > ) = i / ra-K«ir(t))r(ol|(t)-c) (23) 

ra-«x ( t))-i'.(t,t ,t_> r(a( t )- E ) 
G(t,t+,tJ = 2 ± 2 ( 2 4 ) 

r(aif(t)-aii(t+)-fxp(t_)+l) r(air(t)-e-«ii(t+)-ap(t_)+l) 

Eq. 23 exhibits a zero in the pion propagator at a (t) = e, implying 

decoupling of this trajectory rt this particular value of t, as in the 

more familiar case of the p-trajectory at t * -0.5 where a (t) = 0 

and therefore D (a ) = 0. This pion decoupling occurs at small values 

of t satisfying a(t)-e = 0, the small parameter e being linearly 

proportional to the quantity 6 = (a (o)-a (e))-0.5. If the pion were 

exactly massless and the planar p-f trajectory intercept were exactly 

0.5, so that 6 = 0 , the pion decoupling would occur at t = 0 where 

t, = t_: the coupling of a massless pion to two equally massive reggeons 

would vanish. Since at the planar level mf, and & are expected to be 

small, we expect this decoupling to occur at values of t close to 
3 23 t - 0. Chaw and Rosenzweig ' have conjectured that this type of 

mechanism may provide the analyticity-unitarity explanation of the 

origin of the Adler zero and with it of all the experimentally testable 

results of current algebra for purely hadronic processes, as shown by 
25 

Mandftlstam. 

By using the forms (23) and (24) for the reggeon coupling and 

propagator in Eq. (8) we have been able to obtain sa t i s fac tory se l f -

consistency solut ions . As in the case of the na tu ra l -pa r i ty ordered 

boots t rap , complete consistency for pos i t ive and negative values of t 
~afc i s obtained by introducing a smooth t-dependence e associated with 

the t r i p l e Rcgge vortex. 

At-, i t was done Ju Ktj. (35) , l e t us define a function Vj.t) as the 

rJj'.hl-luind ::icli' of l'.q. (H) f iKK*:S I) (« ) , exni-.t tu'lf-consJstoncy 
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requiring 1 •= P(t). In Figure 23 we show that it is possible to achieve 
self-consistency within 102 in the range -.5 <a't < .6 for the 
following values of the parameters: a

0(°) •= 0.55, a (o) = -0.02, 
6 = 0.07, M 2 = 1 Gev 2, a •= -0.34, e = -.09. 

4. The unnatural-parity cylinder 
After obtaining self-consistent reggeon couplings and propagator 

we study the cylinder correction, following the same procedure as for 
the natural-parity cylinder. In this case, the cylinder shifts the 
I " O n and H trajectories, the 1 = 1 ir-B trajectory remaining unchanged. 
Because the even charge-conjugation x\ is more massive than the n, 
unnatural-parity trajectories of even charge conjugation are shifted 
downwards from their planar values, exactly in the opposite direction 
of the cylinder displacement of the f-trajectory. This opposite sign 
of the unnatural-parity cylinder can be immediately understood from 
the unsymmetrical reggeon-loop model by considerations explained in 
section 6. ..:"... 

5. Model calculation of the ir-n, cylinder splitting 
In the SU2-symmetric model under consideration the cylinder-induced 

shifts of the 1 = 0 unnaturais-parity trajectories T) and H from the 
planar value a 0(t) are given by the non-linear equation 

a n H ( t ) = a o ± 2 k ( a n y t ) , t ) (25) 

where a „(t) represents the output r\ and H-trajectories and the 
parameter 2k is to be associated with a twisted-reggeon loop according 
to Eq. (19). The vaJues of the parameter 2k are shown in Figure 19 by 

. the dashed curve and we can immediately compare it with the natufcal-
parity cylinder represented by the continuous curve in the same figure. 

" It is iu»cn that at t = 0 the cylinder is of the same order of magnitude 
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In both natural and unnatural-parity sectors. However, in the positive-

t region the unnatural-parity cyliiidcr decreases at a much smaller rate.. 

According to Chew and Rosenzwqig this different behavior is responsible 

for the failure of the pseudoscalar mesons v, r\, rj1 to exhibit planarity 

(exchange degeneracy, ideal nonet structure, isospin degeneracy) to 

the degree manifested by the leading natural-parity vector and tensor 

mesons. 

The resulting r\ and H trajectories are shown in Figure 24. The 

cylinder-induced Tl-T) splitting is m^-m* *= .32 which is of the same 

order of magnitude as the experimentally observed value. 
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6. Sign of the unnatural-parity cylinder* 

Jaime Millan' 
Department cfPhysia and Lamtnct Berkeley Laboratory, Vnircnily of California. Berkeley. California 94120 

(Received 22 December 1976) 
We explain the sign difference between <hc natural-parily and the unnatural-parity cylinder by using a 

Reggcon-loop model proposed previously by1 Chew and Rnsenzwcig. 

It is an empirical fact that the pseudoscalar 
mesons », r/, and n' display a deviation from 
"ideal" behavior strikingly- different from the 
deviation exhibited by the vector and tensor me
sons p, cu, $, and Az,f,f . Not only is the mag
nitude of the deviation much larger for the pseudo-
scalars but the direction is opposite. For ex
ample, comparing particles of even charge con
jugation, the 1=0/ is less massive than the /=1 
A2 by =40 MeV, while the 1=1 ir is more massive 
titan the /=0 t) by =100 McV. A comparison of 
mixing angles reveals a similar difference of 
magnitude and sign. In Itefs. 1 and 2 the vector-
tensor deviation from ideal, both in masses (or 
Regge intercepts) and in mixing angles, was dis
cussed through the topological expansion and re
lated to the so-called "cylinder." It has been 
pointed out2-' that the same general consideration 
should apply to unnatural-parity states, but no 
explanation has been given of the opposite sign 
that is experimentally required for the cylinder. 
The present note explains this sign difference 
through a Keggcon-loop model of the cylinder. 
The same model can be used to estimate the mag
nitude of the unnatural-parity cylinder, but we 
shall defer the question of magnitude lo a subse
quent lengthier paper. The sign is a simple mat
ter, at least near / - 0 . 

Posilivlly of total cross sections implies that 
the cvcn-cluirgc-conjugation nalural-parily cyl
inder is positive at t = 0. s In the context of a sim
ple Iti>i:geon-ioop model with each link twisted 
as di'piclcd in Fig. I, this posilivily emerge:; 
fiimi the symmetrical character of the loop. Since 
limit links of tlu' loop correspond to tin- .same 

twisted (planar) Reggeon, the product of propaga
tors at <=0, where ii=tx, is positive. For the 
unnatural-parity cylinder, parity conservation 
at / = 0 requires an unsymmctrical loop, one link 
carrying natural parity and the other link un
natural parity.4 We now show that such an un-
symmetrical loop, built from leading planar tra
jectories such as shown in Fig. 2, will have a 
sign opposite to that of a symmetrical loop. 

We start from the general observation that, 
because planar discontinuities (of elastic ampli
tudes) arc positive, the residues of the poles in 
a planar Heggeon propagator are all positive. For 
example, a familiar model for a planar propagator 
associated with a trajectory a f(/,), where the first 
physical particle occurs atJ=Nt, is 

Sf(f,) = exp{- l !i[ff <(/,)-W (]yr(N 1 -<!,(/,)). 

(1) 
The alternation in sign of the r-function poles 

in formula (1) is compensated by the oscillating 
• exponential factor. Twisted propagators, needed 

for the links or the Reggeon loops that build the 
cylinder through the model of Fig. 1 or 2, arc 
obtained from corresponding planar propagators 
by adding a factor cxp|+fcdri(f,)]: 

Sf x (l ,)-exptft«,(/ ,K('i». (Z) 
Such a factor makes negative the residues of 

all poles of odd J, leaving positive the cven-J 
poles. For example, corresponding lo the model 
planar propagator of formula (1), one has the 
modi') twisted propagator 

srCi)- 5 (-»»"«HA'. -« , ( / , ) )• 0) 

IS 2695 
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a,(t,) 

FIC; 1. Symmetrical Rcggcon-loop model of the 
natural-parity cylinder. The notation is the same as. 
In Kef. 2. 

For the planar and the cylinder loop at / = 0 one 
requires / , and / , to be both negative. Wliat sign 
may wo expect for each twisted propagator? The 
sign is likely to be controlled at negative {, by 
the residue of the nearest particle pole; i .e. , that 
al atU i) = N,. The model ol formula (3) exhibits 
this property. If this first particle lias odd J, 
the twisted propagator is negative; when the lead
ing particle has oven J, the twisted propagator 
is positive. Therefore, for an unsynimctrical 
loop such as shown in Fig. 2, where the leading 
unnatural-parity particle (n) is even while the 
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FIG. 2. I'nsymmctrleal Hcggcon-loop model of the 
unnatural-parity cylinder. 

leading natural-parity particle (p) is odd, the 
overall sign is negative. 
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..•VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this work we have described self-consistent model calculations 
of ordered reggeon propagators and triple Reggc couplings for natural-
parity and unnatural-parity mesons by studying the multiperipheral 
ordered bootstrap of Rosenzweig and Veneziano. We have shown that 
after properly introducing the required threshold behavior of Rcgge 
vertices, it is possible to obtain solutions with different trajectory 
intercepts and slopes.- Wo have calculated also cylinder shifts of 
planar trajectories and couplings, our results exhibiting the property 
that for the natural-parity mesons the cylinder diminishes rapidly as 
the energy increases, a phenomenon responsible for the remarkable 
regularities exhibited by the leading vector and tensor mesons such 
as exchange degeneracy, .ideal mixing, slope and intercept of the 
pomeron. 

We have attempted to extend the ordered bootstrap approach to 
the unnatural-parity mesons by using a simple model based on an 
unsymmetrical planar ir-p helicity-pole loop. This model illustrates 
the fact that ordered unitarity, analyticity and Regge behavior relate 
the Adler condition for soft-pions to the intercept-difference of the 
it and p trajectories. Wc have studied, the important properties of the 
unnatural-parity cylinder such as its sign, strength and behavior as 
a function of energy and showed thatk it explains qualitatively and 
quantitatively the puzzling properties of the pseudoscalar mesons. 

Our results illustrate tnc possibility of fully determining the 
y 

ordered S matrix and oubscquont corrections from bootstrap constraints 

derived from ordered uuitnrity, analytici-ty and Ri-gge behavior. 
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS 

Figure 1: Duality diagram representing a dual tree four-line 

connected part. 

Figure 2: Example of a four-line connected part discontinuity. 

Figure 3: Examples of quark-duality diagrams embedded in two-

dimensional surfaces: (a) represents a cylinder and 

(b) a torus. 

Figure 4: Example of an ordered S-matrix element Sj; p , n j 

t. denote the momentum, mass and other quantum numbers 

(type) of particle i. 

Figure 5: A four-line ordered connected part R. 

Figure 6: Illustration of the property of factorization for the 

four-line ordered connected part of Figure 5. Each 

of the two factors in the residue of pole E is itself 

an ordered connected part. 

Figure 7: Ordered cluster decomposition of an ordered S-matrix 

element. 

Figure 8: Illustration of the property of ordered crossing for 

a four-line ordered connected part. 

Figure 9: Definition of a four-line planar connected part P_ in 

terms of ordered connected parts. 

Figure 10: Transition in i|)-meson decay (a) allowed and (b) 

forbidden by the 0Z1 rule, (c) the reaction illustrated 

in (b) becomes allowed at the cylinder level. 

Figure 11: An n-particle intermediate-chnnnol contribution to the 

S-discontinuity of a four-line ordered connected part 

R. 
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Figure 12: Diagram representing the multiporlpheral region of 
phase-space for the ordered process AB •* 1+2+...+n. 
X) is the set of particles with rapidities y > 0 and 
X2 is the set of particles having y . < 0. Momentum 
transfer invariants t. are limited to small values and 
particles 1 to n are approximately ordered in rapidity. 

Figure 13: Schematic representation of the Regge expansion for 
each ordered connected part in the unitarity product 
of Figure 11. 

Figure U: Schematic representation of the derivation of the 
ordered bootstrap condition. 

Figure 15: Graphical representation of the Roscnzweig-Veneziano 
ordered bootstrap equation. 

Figure 16: The output trajectory (continuous line) obtained by 
Schaap and Veneziano in the numerical solution of 
the ordered bootstrap for an input trajectory 
a. = .6 + a*t (dashed line), in 

Figure 17: Graph of P(t ) vs . t for two different parametrizations 

of the function g(t) appearing in Eq. (16). For 

g(t) - constant we obtain the dashed l ine . For 
—at g(t) «= e the continuous curve i s obtained. Exact 

self-consistency requires P(t) = 1. 



Figure 18: (a) Diagrammatic representation of a cylinder matrix 

element connecting two planar Rogge poles |i> 

and |j>. 

(b) Helicity-pole expansion of the matrix element 

represented in (a), the twist denoting a 

twisted link. 

Figure 19: Nfc(t) vs. t for natural (continuous curve) and 

unnatural- (dashed curve) parity cylinder. 

Figure 20: The cylinder-shifted f, w, <f> and f 1 trajectories 

(continuous lines). The dashed lines correspond 

to the input planar trajectories do = .5 + .95t 

and <X3 = .3 + .71t. 
• { - • ' 

Figure 21: tg0± vs. t, 0± being the cylinder mixing angle 

measuring the deviation of Regge couplings away 

from their planar values. 

Figure 22: Unsymmetrical reggeon-loop model for the ordered 

bootstrap of the planar ir-n trajectory. 

Figure 23: P(t) vs. t for unnatural-parity bootstrap. Exact 

self-consistency requires P(t) = 1 at each t. 

Figure 24: The set of unnatural-parity trajectories H,1T and 

n at the cylinder level. 
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